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[1] Suppose a researcher wishes to examine the relationship between income and food expen-
ditures by using a simple regression model:

FoodExp = β0 + β1Income + ui

For that purpose, she collects Income (weekly income in $100) and food expenditures
(weekly food expenditure in $) from 75 randomly chosen households and runs OLS re-
gression in R which produces the following output:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 83.416 43.410 1.922 0.0622 .

income 10.210 2.093

a) Using the regression output above write down the estimated sample regression line.

b) Interpret the intercept estimate?

c) Interpret the slope estimate?

d) Construct a 95% interval estimate for β1 and interpret.

e) Test the null hypothesis that the population slope coefficient is zero against the
alternative that it is not at the 5% level of significance. What is your conclusion?

f) What is the expected food expenditure of a household with $10,000 monthly income?

g) Would you expect the error terms in this model to be heteroskedastic or homoskedas-
tic? Briefly explain your answer.

[2] Another researcher uses the same data set in Problem 1 to examine the relationship
between income and food expenditures but uses a different independent variable. This
researcher employs the following population regression model:

FoodExpi = β0 + β1Xi + ui

where Xi is a binary variable that takes the value 1 if the weekly income of household i is
greater than $2,000 (High Income households) and 0 (Low Income households) otherwise.
The OLS regression in R produces the following output:

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) 240.18 23.50 10.219 1.86e-12 ***

income 86.78 33.24 2.611 0.0129 *

a) Using the regression output above write down the estimated sample regression line.

b) What is the estimated average Food Expenditure for Low Income Households?

c) What is the estimated average Food Expenditure for High Income Households?

d) Interpret the slope estimate?
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e) Is the difference between High and Low Income households’ food expenditures sta-
tistically significant? Explain.

Suppose Ti is a binary variable that takes the value 1 if the weekly income of house-
hold i is less than or equal to $2,000 (Low Income households) and 0 (High Income
households) otherwise. Suppose you regressed Food Expenditure on T .

f) Write the sample regression function that you would obtain in this case.

g) Would the R2 you obtained here be different from the R2 reported in the original
regression? Explain.

[3] R questions:

a) Create a vector named my_vec containing the integers 1 through 100 and then divide
each element of my_vec by 3 and store the result as my_vec2. (Your answer should
contain two lines of R commands)

b) Compute the average of the vector my_vec you created in part (a) without using
built-in R function mean.

c) Create a vector named my_vec3 containing the elements of my_vec that are between
20 and 35. (Your answer should contain a single line of R commands)

d) Briefly explain what would be the output of following R command: mean(rnorm(1000))

e) What would be the output of following R commands:

vect <- c("foo" = 11, "bar" = 2, "norf" = NA)

vect

f) Create a 2 by 3 matrix named my_matrix containing 6 random draws from the
standard normal distribution. (Your answer should contain one line of R commands)

g) Make a script file which constructs two random normal vectors of length 10. Call
these vectors x1 and x2. Make a data frame called T with two columns (called a and
b) containing respectively x1 and x1+x2.

h) What would be the output of following R commands:

x <- seq(from=1, to=10, by=1)

for (i in x){

if (i<5 | i>8)

{

x[i] = 0.5*i

}else{

x[i] = 5*i

}}

x

i) When the function head called on the data frame Orange it produces the following
output:

> head(Orange, n=2)

Tree age circumference

1 1 118 30

2 1 484 58

Write the command that regress Y (define as circumference) on X (define as square
root of age). (Your answer should contain at most three lines of R commands)
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